Performance Schedule

Be guided through the full performance or drop in anytime. The times below are estimates. Follow @danceSF on Twitter for up-to-the-minute location updates. #freedanceSF #edmock

1. THE SEANCE BEGINS (3:30pm)
   In front of 32 Page St

2. WINDOW SEAT (4:00pm)
   Zuni Cafe - Corner of Market St and Rose Alley

3. ROOM FULL OF BLACK MEN (4:15PM)
   Salle Pianos - Across from Zuni Cafe on Rose Alley

4. GHOST DANCE (4:55pm)
   Sparrow Alley- Valencia St btw 15th & 16th Sts

5. WHEN THEY DIE WE EAT CHICKEN (5:20pm)
   16th St @ Valencia St at Picaro Cafe. Former spot of Virginia Hickory Pit, Ed Mock’s favorite BBQ joint

35 MINUTE INTERMISSION (5:40pm)
   During this time the spirits of Valencia Street will parade from 17th St to 21st St

6. TELL MY STORY/ RIDE MY HORSE (6:15pm)
   Corner of 21st St and Valencia St- Former site of Botanica Yoruba and Sandinista meeting house

7. IN THE SILENT SPACE
   By Shaker

   JOANNA’S SCORE (June 21, 22 Only)
   Joanna Halpern and former Ed Mock company members

   AFTER YOU’VE GONE...
   Site: ABAAD/ Cairo (Formerly Footwork)- 3221 22nd St @ Mission St

8. SECOND LINE (7:30pm)
   Walk together to ODC Theater

9. MIGHTY REAL- THE NIGHT BEFORE THE EPIDEMIC (7:50pm)
   ODC Theater- 3153 17th St

10. HE WALKED SWIFTLY: ED IS EVERYWHERE (8:25pm)
    Shotwell Street btw 17th & 18th Sts

PICARO RESTAURANT

During intermission we encourage you to stay and eat at this restaurant that has been family owned and operated since 1982

Ed Mock
Beloved Master Choreographer/ Teacher/ Performer (1938-1986)
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